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Serenity
These are some of the views
which I have to face from
the front of my home.
top: southwesterly
middle: westerly
bottom: northwesterly
Blessing from THE CHRIST!

"That when the gates of
Jerusalem began to be dark
before the Sabbath.”
Nehemiah '13.119- (in part)
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As incredible and implausible
as it sounds, to the left is
a ‘scaled’ recreation of the
above, verse, Please follow
along!

The materials must be nonmagnetic. Aluminum used in
this case with 2 inch sides
for attaching uprights.
Notice 'square' to 'plumb'
uprights.
Notice 'level' to level
aluminum platform - both
ways. North and West.
Notice 'wooden wedges' to
level platform.
Notice 'cross-bar' on table which is of the same material and size as
uprights. This will be placed upon uprights in later picture.
The 'uprights' with a string will be discussed on a following page(s)!
The 45 degree triangle will be discussed on a following page(s)!
BELOW PICTURE: Notice 'compass' to align north/south theedges of
both uprights. There is a 'scribed' line between the edges of the
uprights which is very hard to see in picture. Look carefully at the
top-half of compass and 'see' the 'wire of compass', also look at
bottom edge of compass and see 'faint' scribed line. Also, see to
'left' of compass another scribed line, rather faint but I can see
'it'. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO HAVE A 'level/plumb/north-south' SET-UP!
FAILURE TO DO SO WILL VERY GREATLY AFFECT YOUR RESULTS!!!!
NOTICE:

my shadow in the
picture to the
left. It is most important
to do this in bright sun! One
can also see the shadow of
the string which is
stretched between the east/
west uprights. Must have
bright sun, again!
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In the picture to the
left, notice that the
'third' piece of aluminum
which was in first
picture and on table is
now placed directly on
top of the 'plumb' two
uprights which are north/
south. Edges matching! I
used 90 degree material
for the uprights and
'cross-bar' for strength
and aligning purpose.
AGAIN, notice my shadow
in 'bright sun'!
The two uprights with the
cross-bar on top form a
replicate of a 'citygate'.

NOTICE: That the shadow cast from the cross-bar is left of city-gate.
This is before 'noon'. After, noon has passed the shadow will be right
of the city-gate. The shadow which is shown in the above is exactly
parallel to the cross-bar and the north/south uprights. The scribed
north/south lines which is almost impossible to 'see' in picture is
also parallel to shadow. This scribed line is very useful to determine
parallel. When 'all' is parallel; the entire 'set-up' is now 'known'
to be north/south, level, and plumb. Without a compass, I can now setup this example without a compass. And,a little quick practice will
allow you to also accomplish, providing 'parallel' is understoodand
accomplished.

Again, notice bright sun
as by noticing my shadow.
Notice: that shadow from
cross-bar is direct!}
under cross-bar. From
north upright edge to
south upright edge the
shadow 'matches'.
It is now 'noon' or more
correctly, 'even' , at my
location. Or, in 'pagan
time' - 12:17 pm central
time.
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The picture to the left
is simply to show the
clarity of the shadow
from the string. In this
offering part there will
be another paper with
'lines' and other info
on same. Please read
same.
This string shadow is
also used for the logarithmic progression
measurement of the sun's
shadow which is a little
too complex for this
course at this time.
NOTE: a copper-strand
of wire approx. onethird the diameter of
the actual string used,
makes a better 'string'!
However, for my abilities at taking pictures the 'thinner' copper string
is very hard to see shadow in pictures. But, it does allow for 'much
better' shadow measurement(s).
The afore discussed and pictured set-up(city-gate) allowed me to get
measurements much more accurate than using a sun-dial, It also
allowed portability, My accuracy increased to within 5 to 10 seconds
for 'noon' with this set-up, A sun-dial was up to 30 to 45 seconds of
differentiation,
NOTE: Do not be surprised how many times a 'little cloud' will come
by about 10 minutes before actual noon and you will not have enough
sun to cast the 'shadow'. Don't worry there is always tomorrow!
Picture to left; to
show a view from north
as to 'edges' of shadow,
and upright edges! It is
'even'!

